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lants are known to be highly responsive to environmental heterogeneity and normally allocate more biomass
to organs that grow in richer patches.
However, recent evidence demonstrates
that plants can discriminately allocate
more resources to roots that develop in
patches with increasing nutrient levels,
even when their other roots develop in
richer patches. Responsiveness to the
direction and steepness of spatial and
temporal trajectories of environmental
variables might enable plants to increase
their performance by improving their
readiness to anticipated resource availabilities in their immediate proximity.
Exploring the ecological implications
and mechanisms of trajectory-sensitivity
in plants is expected to shed new light on
the ways plants learn their environment
and anticipate its future challenges and
opportunities.
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Natural environments present organisms
with myriad challenges of surviving and
reproducing under changing conditions.1
Depending on its extent, predictability
and costs, environmental heterogeneity
may select for various combinations of
genetic differentiation and phenotypic
plasticity.2-6 However, phenotypic plasticity is both limited and costly.7 One of the
main limitations of phenotypic plasticity
is the lag between the perception of the
environment and the time the products
of the plastic responses are fully operational.7 For instance, the developmental
time of leaves may significantly limit the
adaptive value of their plastic modification
due to mismatches between the radiation
levels and temperatures prevailing during
their development and when mature and
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fully functional.8,9 Accordingly, selection
is expected to promote responsiveness to
cues that bear information regarding the
probable future environment.9,10
Indeed, anticipatory responses are
highly prevalent, if not universal, amongst
living organisms. Whether through
intricate cerebral processes, such as in
vertebrates, nervous coordination, as
in Echinoderms,11 or by relatively rudimentary non-neural processes, such as
in plants12 and bacteria,13 accumulating
examples suggest that virtually all known
life forms are able to not only sense and
plastically respond to their immediate
environment but also anticipate probable future conditions via environmental
correlations.10
Perhaps the best known example of
plants’ ability to anticipate future conditions is their responsiveness to spectral
red/far-red cues, which is commonly
tightly correlated with future probability of light competition.14 Among others,
plants have been shown to respond to cues
related to anticipated herbivory15,16 and
nitrogen availability.17 Imminent stress is
commonly anticipated by the perception
of a prevailing stress. For example, adaptation to anticipated severe stress was demonstrated to be inducted by early priming
by sub-acute drought,18 root competition19
and salinity.20
Future conditions can also be anticipated by gradient perception: because
resource and stress levels are often changing along predictable spatial and temporal trajectories, spatio-temporal dynamics
of environmental variables might convey
information regarding anticipated growth
conditions (Fig. 1). For example, the order
of changes in day length, rather than day
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Figure 1. Trajectory sensitivity in plants. The hypothetical curves depict examples of spatiotemporal trajectories of resource availability, which might be utilized by plants to increase foraging efficiency in newly-encountered patches. When young or early-in-the-season (segment 1–2),
plants are expected to allocate more resources to roots that experience the most promising
(steepest increases or shallowest decreases) resource availabilities (e.g., allocating more resources
to organs in INC-1 than INC-2). In addition, plants are predicted to avoid allocation to roots experiencing decreasing trajectories (DEC, segment 1–2); although temporarily more abundant with
resources, such DEC patches are expected to become poorer than alternative patches in the longer run (segment 2–3). 29 However, responsiveness to environmental trajectories is only predicted
where the expected period of resource uptake is relatively long, e.g., when plants are still active in
segment 2–3, a stipulation which might not be fulfilled in e.g., short-living annuals with life span
shorter than segment 1–2.

Besides the direction of change, it is
hypothesized that plants are also sensitive
to the steepness of environmental trajectories (Fig. 1). This might be especially
crucial in short-living annuals, which are
expected to only be responsive to trajectories steep enough to be indicative of
changes in growth conditions before the
expected termination of the growth season
(Fig. 1).
Studying responsiveness to environmental variability is pivotal for understanding the ecology and evolution of any
living organism. However, until recently
most attention has been given to the study
of responses to stationary spatial and
temporal heterogeneities in growth conditions. Exploring the ecological implications and mechanisms of trajectory
sensitivity in plants is expected to shed
new light on the ways plants learn their
immediate environment and anticipate its
future challenges and opportunities.
Acknowledgements

length itself, are known to assist plants in
differentiating fall from spring and thus
avoid blooming in the wrong season.21 In
addition, responsiveness to environmental
gradients as such, i.e., sensitivity to the
direction and steepness of environmental
trajectories, independently from the stationary levels of the same factors, has been
demonstrated in higher organisms, such as
the perception of acceleration in contrast to
velocity;22 and the dynamics of skin temperature in contrast to stationary skin temperature;23 where the adaptive value of the
second-order derivatives of environmental
factors is paramount. Similar perception
capabilities have also been demonstrated
in rudimentary life forms such as bacteria
(reviewed in refs. 13 and 24) and plants.25,26
Specifically, perception of environmental
trajectories might assist organisms to both
anticipate future conditions and better utilize the more promising patches in their
immediate environment.27,28
In a recent study, Pisum plants have
been demonstrated to be sensitive to temporal changes in nutrient availabilities.
Specifically, plants allocated greater biomass to roots growing under dynamicallyimproving nutrient levels than to roots
that grew under continuously higher,
yet stationary or deteriorating, nutrient
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availabilities. Allocation to roots in poorer
patches might seem maladaptive if only
stationary nutrient levels are accounted for,
and indeed-almost invariably, plants are
known to allocate more resources to organs
that experience higher (non-toxic) resource
levels (reviewed in ref. 33). Accordingly,
the new findings suggest that rather than
merely responding to the prevailing nutrient availabilities, root growth and allocation are also responsive to trajectories of
nutrient availabilities (Fig. 1).10
Although Shemesh et al.29 demonstrated trajectory-sensitivity of individual
roots to temporal gradient of nutrient
availabilities, it is likely that this sensitivity helps plants sense spatial gradients,
whereby root tips perceive changes in
growth conditions as they move through
space.34 Interestingly, because the trajectory-sensitivity was observed when whole
roots were subjected to changing nutrient
levels, it is likely that trajectory sensitivity in roots is based on the integration
of sensory inputs perceived by yet-to-bedetermined parts of the root over time,
i.e., temporal sensitivity/memory (e.g.
reviewed in ref. 35), rather than on the
integration of sensory inputs at different
locations on the same individual roots
(i.e., spatial sensitivity).
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